Employment Status

Introduction

Determining an individual’s relationship with the University is complex and is achieved by considering a number of factors. These include the requirements of the University and individual concerned, as well as a number of legislative requirements and definitions.

The decision on which employment group an individual falls into will depend on the relationship between the individual and the University and is supported by a number of tests, which will include, but not limited to:

- Whether there is a contract at all between the University and the individual;
- Whether the individual is required to provide services personally;
- The degree of control over the service provided – who decides when and how the work is done; and
- Whether there is a mutuality of obligation on behalf of the University or the individual, i.e. whether work has to be offered and carried out.

An individual providing work activities will fall within one of the three employment status groups. Depending on which employment group they fall into will also determine their employment rights and responsibilities in the workplace, and how the deduction of income tax and National Insurance contributions are calculated. The three employment status groups are:

- Employee
- Worker
- Self-employed

The fact that an individual may be deemed to have a particular employment status for tax purposes is NOT necessarily determinative of their employment status for employment rights purposes. The HMRC ESI tool determines status for tax purposes only e.g. someone determined as “employee” could be a “worker” or even, in some cases, self-employed for employment rights purposes.

Employment status definitions

Employee

An employee is an individual who works for an employer under a contract of employment, which is known as “a contract of service”. Under a contract of employment, there must be “mutuality of obligations” between the employer and the employee i.e. the employer is obliged to offer and pay the employee for the work, and the employee is obliged to turn up and undertake the work personally. Employees are entitled to all statutory employment rights and are protected by a whole range of legal provisions, including payment of wages, dismissal, redundancy etc.

Self-employed

A self-employed individual provides the employer with his or her services, but remains independent. The contract between the individual and the employer is “a contract for services”. Typically, there may be an ability to provide alternative individuals to carry out the work in question. Services may also be provided through a company. Self-employed workers are not entitled to statutory employment rights.
For income tax and national insurance purposes, the employment relationship is ultimately determined with specific reference to HMRC regulations. The fact that a person is registered as self-employed does not necessarily mean that the work to be provided on behalf of the University is of a self-employed nature.

Where it is believed that an individual may be self-employed, the Defining Employment Status form must be completed to confirm this before any engagement is entered into with the individual.

Where the outcome is unclear as to whether the relationship for work should be either through a commercial contact or casual worker assignment, the engager should contact Payroll or the Employment Support Services team for guidance.

Workers

Workers are a hybrid category that falls between an employee and self-employed. A worker is an individual who works not under a contract of employment, but under “a contract for services”. Workers are, however, obliged to provide their service personally. There is no obligation for workers to accept and undertake work offered. Similarly, there is no obligation by the employer to offer work. Workers are entitled to some limited employment rights, such as protection under the Working Time Regulations (including holiday) and the minimum wage.

Summary of employment relationship determining factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EMPLOYEE</th>
<th>SELF EMPLOYED</th>
<th>WORKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employer obliged to offer and pay the employee for the work</td>
<td>Can decide how, when and where to do the work</td>
<td>Employer has no obligation to offer any work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee is obliged to turn up and undertake the work personally</td>
<td>Can hire someone else to do the work at their own expense</td>
<td>Worker does not have to accept work offered but once accepted must provide their services personally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is, using old fashioned terminology, a “master and servant” relationship.</td>
<td>They risk their own money/are in business on their own account</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They work under the control and/or supervision of a manager or supervisor</td>
<td>Agree to do the work for an all inclusive fee and usually have to correct unsatisfactory work in their own time and at their own expense</td>
<td>Whilst at work they are under the supervision of a manager or supervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They are more likely to be paid a salary but may be paid on an hourly or piece rate basis</td>
<td>Provide the main items of equipment they need to do the work</td>
<td>They are usually paid on an hourly rate or piece rate basis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following Decision Tree will enable managers to determine the appropriate terms of engagement for the particular temporary role or assignment.

Manager identifies the need for a temporary role

Is the role an External Examiner?

Y => Follow specific process for External Examiners

N => Assessment of requirement to establish if the role should be filled by an Employee or a worker (See Appendix 1)

Employee Perm (Term Time) Fixed Term

Complete ATF process for Employee request

Appointment made or selection process initiated

Employee Contract processed through HR

Worker required

Is there an individual already identified?

Y => Unitemps

N => Agency

Contact Temp Zone

Letter of engagement progressed through Unitemps

Commercial contract for service progressed through Tempzone

Define employment status using Define Employment Status Form

Casual worker

Letter of engagement progressed through HR

Consultancy firm

Commercial contract for service progressed through Procurement

Self Employed (contractor/consultant)

Letter of engagement progressed through HR

It is vital that the correct assessment is carried out to ensure that any risk relating to Tax or claims for employment rights are managed.
Appendix 1

Over 39 Weeks

- Is this a single assignment and over 39 Weeks?
  - Yes → Perm term time contract
  - No → Over 39 Weeks

  - Is the work term time Only?
    - Yes → Is it every term?
      - Yes → Perm term time contract
      - No → Fixed term term time contract
    - No → Is the work pattern every week?
      - Yes → Casually
      - No → Is the pattern monthly?
        - Yes → Fixed term Contract
        - No → Casual

  - 2 or more Casual assignments

26-39 Weeks

- Is the single assignment between 26-39 weeks?
  - Yes → Casual
  - No → 2 or more Casual assignments

  - Is the work term time Only?
    - Yes → Is the work pattern the same every week?
      - Yes → Follow 39+ guidance
      - No → Fixed term Contract
    - No → Is the work pattern every week?
      - Yes → Casually
      - No → Is the pattern monthly?
        - Yes → Fixed term Contract
        - No → Casual

  - 2 or more Casual assignments
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13-26 Weeks

- Is the single assignment between 13-26 weeks
  - Is the work term time only
    - Y: Is the work pattern the same every week in term time
      - Y: Is the work likely extended over 26 weeks?
        - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
        - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
      - N: Is the work pattern the same every week in term time
        - Y: Is the work likely to be extended over 26 weeks?
        - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
        - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
    - N: Is the work pattern the same every week in term time?
      - Y: Is the work likely extended over 26 weeks?
        - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
        - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
      - N: Is the work pattern the same every week in term time?
        - Y: Is the work likely extended over 26 weeks?
          - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
          - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
        - N: Is the pattern monthly?
          - Y: Is the work likely extended over 26 weeks?
            - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
            - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
          - N: Is the work pattern the same every week in term time?
            - Y: Is the work likely extended over 26 weeks?
              - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
              - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
            - N: Is the pattern monthly?
              - N: Follow 26-39 guidance
          - N: Is the work pattern the same every week in term time?
            - Y: Is the work likely extended over 26 weeks?
              - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
              - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
            - N: Is the pattern monthly?
              - N: Follow 26-39 guidance
    - N: Is the pattern monthly?
      - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
      - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
  - N: Is the work pattern the same every week in term time?
    - Y: Is the work likely extended over 26 weeks?
      - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
      - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
    - N: Is the work pattern the same every week in term time?
      - Y: Is the work likely extended over 26 weeks?
        - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
        - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
      - N: Is the pattern monthly?
        - Y: Is the work likely extended over 26 weeks?
          - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
          - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
        - N: Is the pattern monthly?
          - N: Follow 26-39 guidance
    - N: Is the work pattern the same every week in term time?
      - Y: Is the work likely extended over 26 weeks?
        - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
        - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
      - N: Is the pattern monthly?
        - N: Follow 26-39 guidance
  - N: Is the pattern monthly?
    - Y: Follow 26-39 guidance
    - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract

Under 13 Weeks

- Is the single assignment Under 13 Weeks
  - Is the work term time only?
    - Y: Is the work pattern the same every week?
      - Y: Is the work likely extended over 13 weeks?
        - Y: Follow 13-26 guidance
        - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
      - N: Is the work pattern the same every week?
        - Y: Is the work likely extended over 13 weeks?
          - Y: Follow 13-26 guidance
          - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
        - N: Is the pattern monthly?
          - Y: Is the work likely extended over 13 weeks?
            - Y: Follow 13-26 guidance
            - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
          - N: Is the pattern monthly?
            - N: Follow 13-26 guidance
    - N: Is the work pattern the same every week?
      - Y: Is the work likely extended over 13 weeks?
        - Y: Follow 13-26 guidance
        - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
      - N: Is the pattern monthly?
        - Y: Is the work likely extended over 13 weeks?
          - Y: Follow 13-26 guidance
          - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
        - N: Is the pattern monthly?
          - N: Follow 13-26 guidance
  - N: Is the work pattern the same every week?
    - Y: Is the work likely extended over 13 weeks?
      - Y: Follow 13-26 guidance
      - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
    - N: Is the work pattern the same every week?
      - Y: Is the work likely extended over 13 weeks?
        - Y: Follow 13-26 guidance
        - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
      - N: Is the pattern monthly?
        - Y: Is the work likely extended over 13 weeks?
          - Y: Follow 13-26 guidance
          - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
        - N: Is the pattern monthly?
          - N: Follow 13-26 guidance
    - N: Is the work pattern the same every week?
      - Y: Is the work likely extended over 13 weeks?
        - Y: Follow 13-26 guidance
        - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
      - N: Is the pattern monthly?
        - Y: Is the work likely extended over 13 weeks?
          - Y: Follow 13-26 guidance
          - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract
        - N: Is the pattern monthly?
          - N: Follow 13-26 guidance
  - N: Is the pattern monthly?
    - Y: Follow 13-26 guidance
    - N: Typically Fixed Term Contract

2 or more Casual assignments
Extension Requests

Do I wish to extend an existing Assignment

Is the work the same

Is the previous assignment(s) over 6 month without breaks

How long is the extension previous assignment(s) without breaks

Under 13 week process

<13 weeks

>13 weeks

<26 weeks

>26 weeks

<39 weeks

26-39 week process

13-26 week process

New assignment required for new post

Consult your HRA

Consult your HRA

Under 13 week process

<13 weeks

>13 weeks

<26 weeks

>26 weeks

<39 weeks

26-39 week process

13-26 week process

Additional hours for an existing member of staff

Is the work for an existing member of University Staff

Is the work the same as the individuals substantive post

Is the work the same as the individuals substantive post

Is the individual part time

Is the role level 3 or below

Not entitled to additional payment

Define the hourly rate for the new work

Is a variation of contact required? Speak to HR Adviser and complete ATF

Is a variation of contact required? Speak to HR Adviser and complete ATF

Complete pay02a work for different department form. Work must not impact substantive post or exceed total working hours to 48h/week

Over time

Addition part time hours

Is the work pattern the same every week or regular over 13 weeks

Is the role level 3 or below

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N